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STATE BANK OF INDIA OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION 
[Chennai Circle] 

State Bank Buildings,            Telephone    :      25228773 

# 84, Rajaji Salai,                     25227170 

Post Box No.1992,            Fax            :     25261013 

Chennai - 600 001.     

             E-mail: sbioacc@yahoo.com 

                                                              sbioachennaicircle@gmail.com 

                                                             Website: www.sbioacc.com   

                     www.facebook.com/SBIOACC 

                                                                                      

Circular to All Unit Secretaries / Members:                 No. 56 /25 / 2017 

                                      13th  July,  2017 

Dear Comrade, 

 
PROMOTION FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018 

TRANSFER OF PROBATIONARY OFFICERS ON CONFIRMATION 

 
We reproduce hereunder our letter no.ORG/34/2017  dated 07.07.2017 and 

ORG/35/2017 dated 12.07.2017 addressed to our Circle Management regarding  the 

above subjects for your information.   

 

With  Greetings,  

 

Comradely yours,   

  

(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV) 

GENERAL SECRETARY 

 

Text of  Letter No.ORG/34/2017 dated 07.07.2017 

 
The Chief General Manager 

State Bank of India 
Local Head Office 

Chennai 600 001 
 

Dear Sir, 

 
PROMOTION FOR THE YEAR 2017-2018 

 

We understand that the promotion exercise for the year 2017-18 is on. While the eligibility for 
promotion is based on many parameters, two of the key parameters – ‘C’ grade awarded under CDS 

and the Rural/Semi-urban service requirement  have to be specially considered.  
 

Association has been taking up the issues involved in CDS ever since CDS has been implemented in 
the Bank.  We have  brought to your notice the grievancesof our members, many of them still remain 
unattended. One of the issues taken up by the Federation was the ‘C’ grade given to Officers. 

Federation was  assured that the issue will be addressed. However, the issue has come to the fore now 
when we observe that many officers have been given “C” grade affecting their promotion.  We bring 

to your notice few of the major grievances for your kind perusal, 

http://www.sbioacc.com/
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1. A Probationary Officer of 2008 Batch, promotedas MMGS-II on confirmation, 
ShriManaimaran, PF No. 510702, CAG branch has been given ‘C’ grade.  He has performed 

exceedingly well in all his  assignments and got 100/100 for  all the previous years under 
AARF system.   He wasalso  awarded ‘AAA’ grade  in CDS for the year 2015-16.  This Year 
under KRAs he has scored 62.5/65. He has also scored 5 marks for ‘e’ learning, making it 

67.5/70. Unfortunately, the Officer has been given ‘C’ grade, despite such good performance. 
On representation, the following reply was received from AGM, CDS.  

‘Final score is arrived based on aggregate score of KRA, discretionary and e-learning.  For gradation, 

you are not compared with your fellow employee, but with other employees in your cohort, 
which is a set of employees who perform a similar role.’ It reflects how an Officer who has 
scored exceedingly well under KRAs can be totally put down by the ‘Supervisor’s Assessment 

Score’ without the concerned Officer ever knowing for what he has been given ‘C’ grade.  

2. Shri J Ravikumar,  PF No. 2950383, Deputy Manager (HR) at MCG-RO, Chennai headed by 
General Manager (MC-I) comes under ‘Non-measurable’. He reports to the Chief Manager 

(HR). He has been completing all his assigned tasks without any scope for complaint. He was 
given 50 marks and grade ‘C’.  Throughout his  career as an Officer,   he had  always  scored  

100 marks under AARF System. His  CDS  grade  for the year 2015-16 was AA-90 Marks.  
 

3. Shri S Paranthamn, PF No. 4004930, Dy. Manager, Leather International Branch he has been 

given zero marks for all months though under Forex Purchase and Export Bills he has done 
crores of business and under PCFC (his KRAs) US$ 1.30 crores were disbursed. 

 
4. Smt. P malathi, PF No. 2789426, Leather International Branch with the same KRAs as S 

Paranthaman  similarly was given ‘C’ grade despite reporting crores of business under all the 

KRAs. Her KRA grade, last year was ‘AAA’. 
 

5. Shri T Ganesh, PF No. 4000315, RACPC, Annanagar has been given ‘C’grade despite his 

successful completion of field visits, registration, EM creation, collection of documents etc. He 
has also scored 100 in all the years under AARF and ‘AA’ grade last year. 

 
The above are only a few examples showing how Officers who have performed well  will 

get affected when the eligibility for promotion will be considered.  

 

There is no transparency in the system and the affected Officers are not briefed why they have 

been given ‘C’grade.  They are also not aware of the marks given by the reporting and 
reviewing authority under the ‘Supervisor’s Assessment Score’ 
 

It is due to reasons such as these, the Federation has been consistently demanding that CDS 
system itself should be scrapped.  

One of the other grievances of  some of the Officers is that though they had been posted to 
Rural/Semi-urban branches to complete the mandatory requirement to be considered for 
promotion, they will be considered ineligible as these branches were classified as urban/ Metro 

later. The reclassification was done with effect from 01/04/2016  and the circular was issued 
much later on 26/09/2016. The Officers posted to those branches, requiring mandatory 
completion of Rural/ Semi-urban consequently get affected as they have not been posted to  

alternative Rural/Semi-Urban branches.   

Already, there have been enormous pressure and frustration among Officers due to the 
increasing volume of work, reviews, meetings etc. and decreasing  staff strength at Branches. 

Denying legitimate promotion after enormous hard work will push them to more frustration 
and demotivation.  
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We therefore request you to consider the above to ensure that the CDS system and the reclassification 
of Centre do not deprive the deserving Officers of their legitimate promotions. 

 
Yours faithfully,  

 

Sd/- 

(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV) 
GENERAL SECRETARY 

 
 

Text of Letter No.ORG/35/2017 dated 12.07.2017 
 

The Chief General Manager 
State Bank of India 

Local Head Office 
Chennai 600 001 

 
Dear Sir, 

 
TRANSFER OF PROBATIONARY OFFICERS ON CONFIRMATION 

 

Some of the  Probationary Officers of 2015 batch recruited by the erstwhile 

Associate Banks  have been  working in our Circle. They have been confirmed 

recently and some of them were asked to choose a Circle from a list of 2 to 4 
Circles. Many of these Probationers hail from Northern States and the option for 

choosing a place from their home state was not there and thus they have not 

exercised any option. We now understand that 68 of the Probationary Officers and 

12 Technical Officers  recruited by the erstwhile  SBT  and working in branches of 
Chennai  and did not exercise any option for any Circle have been surrendered to 

Kerala Circle. In fact they were told that they will remain in our Circle if they don’t  

exercise the option to go out. 

 

They have not exercised  any option as they did not want  both Chennai and Kerala 
and believed  that they would get a chance to get their posting in their home States.  

Some of them  could not exercise the option due to some technical problems. Now 

that, they have been posted to Kerala farther  from Chennai, many of them want to 

be in Chennai Circle.  
 

A few cases who have not exercised their option but now posted to Kerala but want 

to be at Chennai are listed below:- 

 

Name PF No Branch  Remarks 

SLP 

KadambariBilla 

7330553 HNI, Ashok 

nargar 

Could not exercise option as it was not 

available in SBI Times. Her PF was not 
identified when she tried to complete it from 

some E SBT branch 
 

BharathyPriya 7329083 Link road, 
taramani 

Was on leave for her marriage, Wants to be in 
Chennai 

MrinalLaskar 7330847 RACPC, 

Egmore 

Hailing from Assam, Wants North East Circle, 

a deficit Circle  

Arun Kumar 7334168 Arni Town Wants  Telengana 
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AbhaVerma 7332076 Arcot Road Spouse of Arun Kumar, 7334168  wants 

Telengana 

Maralimeriga 7815103 HLST, 
Chennai Zone 

2 

 

AvvaRohith 7331886 Ambattur Hailing from Andhra wants to go to Andhra 

M Murali 6815103 HLST Wants to go to Andhra 

Bhavana 
Monika 

7333366 Anna Nagar 
East 

Spouse of M Murali 6815103, wants to go to 
Andhra 

RaghavGhorti 7328524 Eldams Road, 

Alwarpet 

Wants to be in Chennai 

Rakesh Singh 
Chosh 

7334656 Poonga 
Nagar, 

Pudukottai 

Wants to be in Chennai 

Our Circle is already facing severe shortage of Officers and surrendering these 
Officers will make the position worse.  Moreover, Kerala Circle, we understand is 

having excess Officers, thus posting these Officers will neither help the Bank nor 

the Officers. There are some Officers from other Circles  which are also deficit 

transferring them to their place of choice can help them and the Bank. 

 
We understand that Probationary Officers posted in none of the other Circles have 

been posted outside their Circles. 

 

We also understand that the Probationary Officers recruited by the erstwhile SBH 

were given option to choose among the  Telengana,  Amaravathi, Bangalore and 
Mumbai Circles. There are many Officers hailing from Tamil Nadu  and wants to be 

in Chennai.  We enclose a list of 22 Officers who are now at Chennai Circle who 

prefer to be retained in Chennai Circle. 

 
We therefore request you to consider the requests of the Officers and retain them at 

Chennai Circle as we have acute shortage. 

 

Yours faithfully,  

 
Sd/- 

(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV) 

GENERAL SECRETARY 

Encl: List 

 


